
BASIC SHOW TRIMMING
Courtesy, The English Cocker Spaniel Club of America, Inc.

TOOLS
Clipper - Oster or Andis with #10 blade (ar'd#7 blade for pet trim)
Strippers - Stripping knife with teeth (not blades) to be use in a comb-like fashion, NOT as you would strip a terrier, with thumb
and pulling. Best tlpes: Hauptner-Real Nichrostand, Classic or Mars. Fine tooth flea-type comb: Stripping Stone (actually a

coke stone) sold as a "grooming or strip stone: by pet equipment suppliers. Correct use of the stripping stone has to be

demonstrated. It's conect use cannot be adequately described in written words .Inappropriate use will be damaging to the coat,

but used correctly on certain coat types, it is a very ffictive and useful tool.
Hindes Pin Brush * Straisht Scissors * Thinning Shears - "Taperfine" or similar make,42 -44 teeth, one side only.
Comb - fine/coarse combination, Greyhound type.

Note: There are numerous coat types within the breed and its various colors, and the stripping tools mentioned may or
may not be effective on individual dogs. Experimentation will be necessary to determine which stripping tool(s) is

appropriate for the individual dog's coat.

Please remember the following instructions are very basic and are presented primarily to give the beginner the

general idea of how an English Cocker Spaniel should be groomed for the show ring. Different people have different
techniques, but these sketches and instructions present a broad idea of how the English Cocker should look.
Remember, the English Cocker is NOT an American Cocker and should never be shown with excessive coat so as to
hide his lines. The hair should be a fringe accenting the contours ofthe body - not touching the ground in any spot and

not draping over the body, The pattem should remind you more of a setter than an American Cocker. Trimming should

appear as subtle as possible, as if the coat naturally grew that way.
When trimming, always strip out a coat BEFORE a bath, and only do the thinning/scissoring work AFTER

the dog has been bathed and the hair blown dry straight, as you would for the show ring.
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AREA A - HEAD. EARS & THROAT. Using #10 blade clipper the face, tops of ears and throat at least iwo days

before the show (except reds, goldens and the orange roans or orange and whites, which should be done at least a week

before - remember: natural-looking!). Always clipper against the growth of hair on the face, muzzl9 sides of head up

through the eye-ear line. (Don't leave a "shelf' of hair at this eye-ear line. Clipper tightly, otherwise the skull will look

wide when the dog is eye to eye with you - this is the widest part of the skull-bone; when it starts to go back towards

the top of the skull, stop clippering!), the under-jaw, top one-third to one-half of ears inside and out, and throat. Do not

go as low as breastboni. git*een the eyes a "stop" is carved out, shaped like an upside down "V" which divides the

ikull and muzzle into two equal lengthr. fn" point of the "V" should be blended into longer hair on top of skull with

thinling scissors (.A,rea B) and stone. Remember that clippered hair should never stop and start abruptly. Pull.lips- back

towards ear to get at edges or lips with clippers for health and hygiene, especially make sure bottom lip is always

clippered closely.
a,nila B - SKULL. The hair on the top of the skull should be about lz inch long, combed and trained to lie flat.

NEVER CLIPPER THE TOp OF THE SKULL. Use the stripping knife and stone to keep hair lying flat. Use thinning

scissors sparingly to shape and blend into clippered area always go with growth of hair.
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ARBA C - SHOULDERS. SIDES OF NECK, REAR FLANKS - This area is kept shorter than Area E by judicial
use of the stone and/or thinning shears. Try to keep it as natural looking as possible. FORELEGS - The front legs
should resemble that of a setter, not an American Cocker; Shorten all long hair by using thinning shears, leaving a
fringe on the rear side only. The elbow area should be tightly trimmed. When viewed from the front you should only
see chest hair and front legs - no long leg coat should be visible when dog is moving towards you.
FEET should be made as small as possible. Use thinning scissors; do not touch the top of the foot except to smooth
down curls. It should look small, round and high-toed, NOT like a setter's foot - you do not see the individual toes.

Clean out between pads of foot carefully with clipper.. Scissor around outside of foot very close. Once you have gotten
everything off you can with thinning scissors, then use the regular scissor only where the foot touches the ground.
Keep nails short..

AREA D -UOCK. Clean out the insides of hock area fairly close , Hock area must be shaped with thinning scissors.

Don't let this area get bushy.

llthen trimming front and rear, have the dog moved for you several times during the process so that you can see

what you are accomplishing.
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AREA E - TOP OF NECK. WITHERS, BACK. RUMP, SIDES OF BODY. This area is always hand-plucked
and/or stripped with the stripping knife and the stone or the fine flea comb. IT IS NEVER CLIPPERED and thinning
scissors should never be used (damages top coat). The area under the tail is trimmed with thinning scissors.

AREA F - FRINGE. Fringes on the side of the body should begin iust below widest part of the rib cage and should

conform to the contours of the body. Use thinning scissors to keep fringes shaped. Where side fringes come off body

nnd whue the bottom line is trimmed with thrnning scissors should be two parallel lines angling from the elbow to the

loin - never dead parallel to the ground like a curtain. Hair on back of forelegs should not touch the ground; shape at

an anglg similar to angle of underline - the longe st hair reaches only to lgp of large pad. The fringe on the front of the

hind leg is trimmed as a straight line from top of the rear toes to tuck-up - it will work itself in to conform to the

natural shape of the leg if done this way. Do not trim as the curve of the stifle - the dog will appear to be kneeling and

sickle-hocked if this is done. Do not let hair on front of rear leg hide the rear toes, but do not uncover the entire rear

foot.

Clipper Area A and C with #10 blade and Areas B ""f";ffiHt of forelegs with #7 blade. Use a #4 (skip-tooth)
blade on the inside, outside and back of hocks. Keep fringe area about one inch long, trimming with straight scissors.
Clipper the feet in between pads with a #10 blade and on the top with a #7 blade - no mud in the house. If your
retiree's etc are kept this way, their faces trimmed every two weeks, along with trimming nails, cleaning teeth and ears,
etc., as well as a bath every two weeks, with everything else trimmed every two months, there will be NO mats!

Note: The #7 blade is a coarse blade and is perfect for those who do not wish to trim their English Cockers close on
back and sides.


